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INTHODUCTION 

"How ean polarized soeial conflie t involvinq risk be reduced 
and eeplaced by an atmospheee o f teust and mutual respect amonq 
the opposinq pacties? What research is needed to design an 
environment in which effective mUltiway communieation. 
constructive debate. and eompromise can take place?~ (1) 

This quote taken feom a list of 10 relevant research guestions 
in the field of risk and technoloqy assessment refers to one of 
the most pcomising and demanded, but at the same time most 
ambitious tasks of social science research : the promotion of 
soeial integration. This task is based on the assumption that 
science cou1d not on1y provide data for c1arlfyinq 
relationships between qiven phenomena, but cou1d also offer 
procedural advi ee on how to accomplish means of conflict 
resolution. But can seienee, and in particular social science. 
contribute to confliet management? Xs science the appropriate 
instrument for interferinq with political debate and 
facilitatinq the formation of compromlses? Is the ro1e of 
,eience overstressed by aiminq toward a mediating function 
between social interest qroups? 

Most SUb-systems of society perceive themselves as cent ra 1 
agents for the we11- functioninq of society in qenera1. They 
consider their contribution an essential effort to support the 
present eoherene e of social forces and a decisive means for 
shaping the future performance of society . The sub- system of 
science miqht also overstate its social influence by demandinq 
a superior position as an arbiter in soeial confliet . 

What kind of services can sclence ofter to the policymaker in 
order to faci1itate conf1ict resolution? There are basica11y 



four possib1e contcibutions of uti1izinq scientific expectise 
foc politica1 consu1ting. 1) Discussion of fa1se infecences: 
Using the methods of scientific inquicy it is possib1e. at 
least in pcincip1e. to investigate the 1ike1ihood of various 
consequences of proposed pOlicy actions and to exclude 
statements which can be pcoven wcong; 2) Modeling of causa1 
structures: Since reality i6 characterized by a high degree of 
comp1exity. any po1icymakec is unab1e to ovec100k the 
consequences of his po1itica1 action. With the aid of an 
abstract model. scientists can create a simplified picture of 
causal interdependencies and provide some insiqhts into the 
probable consequences of pOliey options; 3) Forecastinq of 
future developments and consequences: In addition to causal 
relationships between pOliey actions and soeial consequences. 
scientists can describe the direction and pcobability of 
technoloqical and social change by combininq da ta from past 
experiences and revealinq general trends of soeial and economic 
deve10pment. They might also provide information by which 
politically desirable states of society can be achieved; and. 
4) Providing arenas for conflict resolution: Scientists can 
propose proceduces and formal methods for faci1itating conflict 
management. The process of decisionmakinq can be desiqned in 
such a way that the affected interest qroups perceive a fair 
chance to participate in the final decisionmakinq pcocess and 
the general pUblic can gain the feeling that theic concerns 
have been taken seriously. Such a mediating role of science 
can ooly be accomplished if the arena is being shaped by 
scientists without interfering in the arbitration process by 
means of their own values and preferences (2). 

These four principal contributions of Bcience to pOlicymakinq 
have been challenqed by the actual performance of scientific 
expertise in the pOlitical arena. First. experts themselves 
are bound into the network of social interests and often act as 
advocates of pOlicles or ideoloqies. Second . the separation 
between values and facts which underly the cooperative function 
of policymakers and scientists is rather artificial and 
dubious. As a result. either the scientists come up with only 
those facts that support their own preferences (technocratic 
planninq) or the pOliticians use factual expertise merely as a 
Justification of prefocmulated politica1 decisions. Third. 
interest qroups are more interested in scientists as advocates 
(of their ovn case) and less interested in scientists as 
mediators . By utilizinq scientific expertise to leqitimize 
onels own claims. it i& more prObable to gain a hiqher 
proportion of social influence at the end . It can also be 
expected that one - sided scientific support reinforces the 
motivation and mObi1ization of all gcoup members (a vital 
interest for survival. if the interest qroup is not yet 
institutiona1ized). Only when qroups invo1ved in the conf1ict 
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realize that pOlarization doe. not help any of them to proceed 
and when policymaking is paralyzed might scientists be called 
in to initiate a first mave. 

overlookinq the past experience of policy consultinq. the 
results a[e rather discouraqinq- -even simple facts are disputed 
amonq scientists. They construct models to back-up theie own 
political point cf view; the scope of forecastinq ranges from 
ptedictinq extinction of all life on earth to a cominq aqe of 
paradise; and. Da one 6eems to show any ioterest in the 
inteqrative role that science 1s able to play. On the other 
hand. a German official of the Federal ministry for Research 
and Technoloqy stated recently: "We knew in advance what was 
right or wrong. But since we faced publie opposition. we spent 
millions of dollars for scientific consulting. But what we got 
i8 even a bigger mess. Now we are in real trouble!11 Instead 
of reconciliation. a lot of conflicts in society were 
aqgravated by engaging scientists as consultant6. 

There is no easy way out. On one hand. the potential of 
6cientific expertise has not been utilized in a proper way; on 
the other hand. there i6 an increasing demand for scientific 
expertise in the pOlicymakinq process. This is due to four 
reasons: 1) Modern industrial soeieties have developed such a 
hiqh level of complexity that merely IIguessinqll .remains as the 
only viable alternative to scientific inquiry . Common sense or 
political experienee are not sufficient anymore to foresee the 
eonsequences of political actions; 2) Modern industrial 
societies are characterized by a high degree of interdependen
eies between economic. soeial. and politieal parameters re
sultinq in a high sensitivity of the system for minor changes. 
Poliey aetions in one field might affect the outcomes of a 
eompletely different social segment. This requires more 
scientific research and advice; 3) Because of the high degree 
of industrialization (connected with overpopulationl. the 
potential of modern technologies and the interaction between 
political decisionmakinq and the physical and social environ
ment. the magnitude of possible outcomes has reaehed a level 
where global catastrophes can be caused by human activities. 
Ecological collapse. atomic war. famine. or systems breakdown 
are the most serious problems in the modern world. Sinee major 
political decisions miqht create irreversible consequences 
which make such catastrophes more probable. it is vital that 
any social system has access to at least a rough scientific 
estimation of the magnitude of consequences which are connected 
with one or the other pOlicy option; and 4) As the pUblic in 
industrialized countries i8 better educated than in former 
times and is thus aware of the complexity. interdependencies. 
and increase in the potential magnitude of consequences. they 
demand more scientific reasoninq in the pOlicymaking process 
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and show a high degree of awareness to arguments which are put 
forward to policymakers by scientists . At the same time . they 
are not willing to accept all the decisions that are forned by 
the legitimate pOlicymaking bodies. They claim that their 
interests have to be considered in the process of 
decisionmaking and henee they demand more means ot publie 
partieipation. The ineorporation of publie eoneerns and the 
inplementation of partieipation requires seientifie eonsultinq 
to design proeedures and arenas whieh guarantee high quality of 
the deeision output as weIl as soeial stability and publie 
transparency . 

Hence. modern societies are in urgent need of all four 
eontributions that seienee ean offer in prineiple. But we have 
not yet developed viable ways of strueturing the neeessary 
eooperation between seienee and pOlities . There have been 
exeellent reeords i n small - seale applieations of seientifie 
eonsultinq. when detined problems have to be solved wi thin 
Ioeal communitiea . But on anational or even int e rnational 
level. the past experiences are less promising. In particular. 
models are missing ot how to make use ot the potentials of 
seientitie expertise. without being eaught in the trap ot 
ideoloqy. technocracy. or post - rationalization. 

One attempt to structure a model 18 the study of 6001a1 
eompatibility ot energy supply systems whieh is earried out by 
the research qroup "Technoloqy and Societyll of the Nuclear 
Research Center. in Julieh (Federal Republie. of Germany). The 
tOllowinq artiele and the eontribution by H. Jungermann. O. von 
Winterteldt. and R. Keeney (all in this volume) are devoted to 
this approach. 

ENEHGY POLICIES: A SERIOUS CHALLENGE FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE 
CONSULTING 

The "Julieh Soeial Compatibility Study· is based on the general 
assumption that the contribution of Social sciences to 
facilitatinq conflict reSOlution can only be effective as long 
as the role ot the seientist is contined to the process of 
catalysis- - a term borrowed from chemistry meaninq . in our 
context. "aiding or speeding up the soeial process of find i ng 
compromises without interferinq with one ' s own values or 
preferences. H Based on this general hypothesis five more 
refined assumptions were formulated which directed the 
empirleal eonceptualization of our approach : 1) seience .nd 
politics pursue different interests when eooperating with each 
other . The ideal seientist has the ambition to help the 
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politician to find the best sOlution to a qiven problem. hence 
he looks for an optimization rule to choose between options 
accarding to expected outcomes. The ideal pOlitician. however. 
wants to maximize publie support and to [etain the general 
trust in the principal ability of the political elite to handle 
complex issues and to master 80eial conflicts. Hence. in his 
sense. the justification of adecision is more important than 
the quality of its outcomes. This divergence cf interests 18 
inherently based on the specific functions that bath subsystems 
perform within the overall societal system. reqardless of 
whether more personal goals. like qaininq reputation. prestige. 
power. or money are involved . So the first requirement of our 
approach was to provide not only facts and models to ass ist the 
process of choosinq the right option, but ~lso to address the 
problem of leqitimizing and implementing the best choice. If 
this problem turns out to be too difficult, the process has to 
be iterated until a second best solution is to be created with 
both aims in mind. This could serve a dual purpose: improve 
both political efficiency and progress in scientific 
rationality. 2) FOllowinq our general requirement that a 
Beientist should not insert personal values and preferences 
into the consulting task. some kind of a distinction between 
facts and values has to be made . At least. we assume that 
scientists belonging to different stake- holder groups can reach 
agreement on basic properties of objects or pOlicies. if those 
properties can be measured physically (amount of emissions, 
cost. technical performance. reliability. and so forth). 
Furthermore, we are eonvineed that even the spectrum of 
possible conclusions referring to uncertain events of future 
effects can be restricted to a limited ranqe. provided that 
scientists with different value backgrounds are willing to 
cooperate and that the situation in whieh the judgments have to 
be formulated faeilitates agreement. lt should be no ted that 
we are not demanding value- free research or neutral 
scientists. Instead. we are pursuing a procedure in which 
factual knowledqe is based on the agreement among scientists 
vith various value eommitments. 3) with respect to the value 
side. we consider value-based preferences of any citizen as 
important as any preferential Judqment expressed by pOliticans 
or professionals. According to the democratic goal ~one 
man- one vote.~ the sum of revealed public preferences should 
have the highest legitimative power. 4) In order to measure 
preferences of citizens in a valid way. two assumptions must be 
made: first. that the amount of knowledqe which is necessary 
to express national preferences (referrinq to the expected 
consequences and their probabilities) can be qathered and 
transfer red to the pUblie; and second. that a common set of 
evaluative criteria can be established. The knowledge has to 
come from the experts in this field (c.f. assumption 2). The 
criteria can best be formulated by those who are regarded as 
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stakeholders in the respective issue. 5) Any compromise aimlnq 
towards conflict resolutions can ooly be implemented. if at 
least the moderate stakeholder qroups find a common aqceeqent 
and the general public gains the feeling that their concerns 
were handled in a tair and serious mannec. 

Based on these five assumptions. our complex model of 
consultinq in enerqy policies consists of three basic 
elements: 

Step 1: Identification and selection of concerns 
and evaluative criteria. 
Foe this step. the technique of value - free 
analysis was used to alieit the general concerns 
and values present in contemporary German 
society. We interviewed representatives of nioe 
leadinq social ioterest groups and asked {OC 
theie values and concerns with respect to energy 
pOliey. The objective of this exercise was to 
collect all relevant values and concerns and to 
construct a common cataloque of criteria which 
all German stakeholder qroups were able to aqree 
on. This catalogue was used as a general 
yardstick for the assessment of probable 
consequences of each enerqy option (Step 2) and 
as a reference list to elicit the general 
preferences of the public (Step 3). (The 
concept, procedure, and the results of this 
analysis are described in more detail by R. 
Keeney and D. von Winterfeldt in their articles . ) 

Step 2: The identificatlon and measurement of 
impacts and conseguences related to different 
enerqy options . 
The criteria derived from the value tree were 
operationalized and transferred into indicators. 
Those indicators were formulated in such a way 
that they could be applied to energy systems as 
well as enerqy scenarios. Experts witb different 
value preferences were asked to judqe various 
enerqy systems and eoer9Y scenarios accoIdinq to 
each indicatoI. In a joint venture. the experts 
who had strongly disagreed on one or the other 
indieatoe were urqed to find eithee a compromise 
or to define a range of possible solutions. This 
task was faeilitated by an informal situation of 
face-ta-face interaction. For the soeial and 
political impacts, adelphi method was used to 
reach final agreement. In addition, some highly 
distinguished scientists of well - known insti -
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tutions. like the Proqnos Consultinq Corporation 
in Switzerland. brouqht in their expertise to 
validate our ratings. The indicators and the 
final measurements were listed in areport 
without constructing indices or assigninq weiqht 
to any of the 71 indicators (3). Step 2 is also 
described by Junqermann in his article on the two 
social compatibility studies . 

Step 3: Aggregation and weighting of the imppact 
profiles by randomly selected citizens: 
In a four - day seminar, randomly selected citizens 
received all the necessary information to 
understand and handle the impact profile . They 
were also confronted with scientific and 
political arquments (via hearinqs) in support for 
each of the possible energy options . In order t o 
restrict the seope of options. three to five 
loeal enerQY 6upply scenarios and four national 
scenarios (eonstructed by the Enquete Commission 
of the German Federal Parliament) had to be 
evaluated. It was the task of the participants 
to assign weights to eaeh suberiterion and 
criterion of the indicator list (knowing the 
range of all scientifically derived ratings for 
each option) and to evaluate the overall 
per f ormance of each scenario. Finally. they had 
to qive recommendations with respect to the 
demanded priorities in future energy 
pOlicymakinq. 

The followinq ehapters will only deal with the third element: 
the elicitation of pUblic preferences . This part of our study 
i8 not only the most amhitious one. hut encompasses a very new 
method of preference measurement: the coneept of planning 
cella . As a matter of fact. this concept was used in our study 
for the first time on a national level. The instrument of 
planninq cells claims to serve two basic purposes : measurement 
of pUblic preferences and direet citizen participation . 

"THE PLANNING CELL" AS POLICYMAKING INSTRUMENT IN THE 
DECISIONMAKING PROCESS 

The procedures tor participation of the public in complex 
planninq tasks wh i ch have been introduced and practiced up to 
now remain unsatisfactory in many respeets . Peter C. Dienel 
has developed a new instrument for citizens· participatioD, the 
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so-ca lIed "planninq cell." The research unit "Citizens ' 
Participation and Planning Procedures' at the University of 
Wuppertal has up to now tested this procedure in the fleld of 
siting. town planning. and urban renewal. This model claims to 
open up new possibilities of participation for the private 
citizen and to improve the efficiency of deeisionmakinq in the 
plannlnq process . 

Dienel defines the planninq eell as Ila group of citizens who 
are seleeted by a Iandom process and are given paid leave from 
their workday obligations for a limited per iod of time in order 
to work out solutions for given. soluble planning problems with 
the assistance of advisors on procedure." (4) 

The group. random selection. time limit. and the advisors on 
proeedure are to be reqarded as the siqnificant structuIal 
elements in the planning cello A group of the citizens 
actually means a omall group of about 25 people who work on the 
predefined tast in a qroup proeess. Since the citizens 
ißvolved have been selected by a random procedure. they are not 
individually concerned with the planning problems to be 
solved . To eneouraqe them to partieipate. they ace assiqned 
the Gocially highly esteemed role of a "consultant" in the 
pUblic planning process. The seriousness of the planning task 
to be solved is also made clear by the honorarium which the 
citizen reeeives for his funetion as a "consultant." The 
limited participation per iod prevents the citizen from being 
alienated from his real soeial role: he only changes his 
perspectives fOI abrief period. MOIeover. this limited period 
prevents personal interests specifie to the proeeedlnqs from 
arising and possibly hindering planning appropriate to the 
task. The essential task of the advisors on pIocedure consists 
of ensurinq that the necessary specialized information is 
presented and proeessed. and maklng an effective group process 
possible . 

Figure 1 illustrates the course of a plannlnq ee11 1 8 work . The 
flow- chart shows that evaluation proeedures take place in all 
phases of implementation. Individual evaluations . evaluations 
by the working groups and plenary sessions are collected with 
the aid cf standardized evaluation questionnaires. The 
eompleted evaluation questionnaires represent in a certain way 
the skeleton output relevant to the planninq task. The 
evaluation and pIocesslnq cf these results accordinq to 
statistical methods is the main concern of the final working 
phase. The so-ealled "citizens' report" Is compiled and 
published as the last step from the insights and 
recommendations obtained with respect to sOlving the problems. 
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An advantage of the planning cell is the random distribution of 
participants. for this selection procedure distributes the 
changes of participation evenly. The 60cial selectivity (which 
in oeher procedures leads to a preponderance of members of the 
mtddle and upper classes) i6 thus offset: citizens of all 
classes are involved in a planninq cell procedure. It is even 
more siqnificant that by means of [andom selection a panel 
results in which the factor of direct interest i8 larqely ruled 
out. In contrast, other technocratic and populae planninq 
procedures are very strongly influenced by pressure groups; 
they are thus susceptible to strategie maneuvers and are often 
unable to form a consensus. The planninq cell specifically 
offers those not concerned and thus not directly interested a 
possibility of mediation between polarized interest qroups. In 
this way the unproportionate influence of pressure groups is 
avoided and the production of solutions to the problem is also 
encouraqed. 

An increase in the efficiency of complex planninq processes i8 
derived from the followinq points: 1) It is founded on a broad 
database due to the inclusion of heteroqenous social positions: 
2) The tendency of traditional policymaking bodies to no langer 
fulfill the planning tasks in a way appropriate to the tasts 
themselves but rather to the benefit of their own institution •• 
increased by bureaucratization and technocratic planninq 
structures. i8 larqely mitiqated by the random selection and 
limited duration of the planninq: 3) New. unpredictable 
solution approaehes ean be achieved on the basis of immediate 
practieal experience and special needs of the citizens: and. 
4) the inclusion of social values. which takes place by 
introdueinq the sUbjective values of the individual citizen. 
contributes to the ability to form a consensus on the solutions 
dlscovered . 

In order to quarantee comparability of results. the information 
and evaluation procedures and the whole seguential situation 
must be standardized. This parallel connection neutralizes 
randomly occu[rinq biases and distortions and thus increases 
the [epresentativeness of the planninq output. This then 
provides the planninq proces8 with inereased immunization 
aqainst external pressure. The implementation of sevecal 
planning cell runs with similar results improves their 
validity. sinee even in the ease of different eonstellations of 
interests. the same solutions miqht be wocked out. Finally. 
this proeedure i8 intended to render complex planninq processes 
more controllable. 

This last advantage seems to be doubtful at least. because the 
planning cell depends to a large extent on the amount of qiven 
information and the preliminary work by the sponsoring agency . 



Moreover. it can hardly control the process of decisionmaking 
itself • 

The complex of information is in general a problem for this 
procedure. The quality of the output relevant to planning is 
decisively dependent upon the quality of the factual 
information fed in. There is a great danger of manipulating 
the [esults via the selec tion and provision of 
information (5). 

Another negative aspect should be mentioned . Probably the 
citizens will tend to peefet traditional sOlutions since aB 
representatives of the "silent majority" they will hardly be 
capable of sugqestinq innovative approaches. The extensive 
integration of the procedure into the official planning 
processes i6 also criticized because this could lead to a rapid 
adaptation to existing schemes of decisionmaking (6) . 

The [andorn selection of the citizen i8 at the same time an 
exclusion procedure. This results in the disreqard of an 
important principle of citi2ens' particlpation. namely. that 
every interested party can participate in the planning. 

Even more important are the constitutional misgivinqs which 
imply that a type of "ancillary parliament " could be 
constituted by the planning cells (7). Even thouqh it is clear 
that the eitizens' report only mates recommendatioos aod that 
parliamentary competence will not be eneroaehed upon . it 
eannot eliminate the emerqinq problem of the double 
legitimation of political deeisions . 

Althouqh the weakness of the proeedure mentioned above should 
not be ignored. it still 6eems that the "planning cell" model 
offers specific advantages which justify its application in our 
projeet. In our opinion these are partieularly to be found in 
the aequisition of publie preferenees. the representation of 
social values. and in the fact that those invQlved are not 
committed to any ioterest qroup. 

This procedure can ass ist in qathering insights which ean 
contribute to improvinq the legitimation and also the 
effieiency of planning processes. 

THE BASIC FUNCTIONS AND TASKS OF PLANNING CELLS IN TH! JULICH 
"SOCIAL COMPATIBILITY" STUDY 

In addition to the assumptions and requirements whieh were 
Btated in the first chapter. it 1s necessary for the appli-
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cation of the planninq cell concept to consider the conditions 
and characteristics of the political arena in which enerqy 
pOlicies have to be formulated and implemented . In contrast to 
some other political arenas . the enerqy scene i6 character 
ized by the followinq three major features: 1) lack of 
unanimity among the scientific experts about facts; 2) lack of 
credibility with respect to scientists and policymakers on the 
side of the pUblic: and 3) lack of readiness of the 
stakeholders to enqaqe themselves in the process of forminq a 
compromis8 . 

Any participation model alMlnq toward improvinq the decision
makinq process has to take these problems into account . A 
functional solution is only to be aehieved if the followinq 
theee requirements are met: 1) the scientific dissent must be 
represented within the participation proces6 without frus 
tratinq people: 2) the leqitimative power of the politieal 
decisionmakinq proces6 must be strenqthened by introducinq 
participation; and 3) a mediatinq force be t ween the polarized 
stakeholder groups has to be fulfilled by the participatory 
aqents. 

The planninq cell model 6eems to serve these requ i rements . By 
compilinq the necessary information profiles of performances 
for each enerqy option--constructed by scientists with 
different points of view-- a leqitimate way of conveyinq the 
basic tacts to the participants was faund without oppressinq 
dissent. but also without creatinq frustration caused by 
confusion . 

In addition. experts with different opinlons were invited to 
peesent their arguments. Small working qroups within the 
plannlnq cells were formed to proces8 all the qiven information 
and to extract the factual input. The purpose of improvinq the 
legitimacy of the political decisionmakinq process and the 
depolarization of the conflict was pursued by a random selee
tion procedure . Sinee everybody was eliqible to serve as a 
partlcipant in the planninq cello the uninvolved citizeD'& 
opportunity of identifyinq with members of the planninq eell 
was quaranteed to a qreater extent than in the case of tra 
ditional decisionmakers. Without lnterest qroups being repre
sented. the effect of pOlarization could be reduced. because a 
larqe number of participants vith "in between" points of view 
were able to act as mediatinq aqents. 

Most specifically. we expected three different types of 
outcomes as a result of the planninq cell procedure: 
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1) Task- oriented outcome: In order to avoid the 
mistake of overtaxing the ordinary citizen by 
filling up his schedule with numerous sophis
ticated tasks. we reduced the amount of 
evaluative task to the fOllowinq essential 
questions: 

o Evaluation of various energy systems aod 
conservation technologies via multiple choice 
quest ions (simple attitude measurement) 

o Evaluation of enels own enerqy situation and 
description of future plans refeccinq to 
enerqy installations aod insulation 

o Weiqhtinq of the criteria and sub- criteria to 
evaluate enerqy systems aod scenarios 

o Usinq the criteria-set to rate the overall 
performance cf laege - scale power plants and to 
rate the proposed consequences of four enerqy 
scenarios developed by the Enquete - Commission 
of the German Parliament 

o Makinq a final decision 00 the four eoerqy 
scenarios and compacing this decision with the 
calculated result of the tormer ratings (using 
the algorithm E criteria weight times score 
of rating) 

o Evaluating the local energy supply situation 
and suqqestinq new solutions to meet 10ca1 
enerqy problems 

o Tryinq to establish a compromise between 
centralized and decentcalized energy systems 
(group taGk) 

~) Knowledge-oriented outcome: The classical data 
e011ection via survey techniques provide more or 
less tandom opinion profiles. In ease of the 
planning cello however. the gathering of opinions 
is proeeeded by an information process. Thus. it 
is possible to measure opinions or beliefs. after 
they have gone throuqh the coqnitive stress of 
information and eontcoversial diseussions. In 
partieular. it i8 interestinq to investiqate the 
changes in opinion after information and 
diGcussions have taken place and to study the 
attitude-forminq proceSB as a funetion of soeial 
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3 ) 

positions. general values, and demographie 
variables. 

poliey- oriented outeome: As a combination of the 
results referring to the evaluative tasks and the 
revealed soeial structure of preferences. general 
inferences should be possible dealing with: 

o Suggestion of means to overcome pOlarization 
and to form compromises 

o Identification of elements in energy pOlicies 
which will probably meet serious pUblie 
opposition 

o The range of possible elements for 
constructing acceptable compromises 

THE AGENDA OF THE PLANNING CEI.LS 

The program of the planning cell's seminar was arranged in such 
a way that information, discussions. smail group workinq 
per iods and evaluations via questionnaires alternated with each 
other. 

The first day of the program started with a general 
introduction into the pur pose and the procedure of the 
seminar. This introduction was followed by an inspection tour 
to one of the close- by energy facilities. By visitinq apower 
generation station or a central heatinq system. some of the 
key-problems of energy supply and demand were discussed. The 
loeal eontext was further deseribed by the first leeture 
foeussing on the possibilities and options to improve the loeal 
energy situation. After lunch this diseussion was broadened to 
include the national perspective. Based on a short 
introduction of energy pOlicies in Germany, the 
partieipants-divided into small working groups - had to deal with 
some of the major problems of today's energy debate (e.g. waste 
heat utilization. oil supply. energy eonsumption. or new energy 
sourees). The purpose of these smail group- arrangements was to 
impart familiarity vith the present en8rgy situation in 
Germany. 

At the end of the day. the criteria to evaluate energy systems 
were introduced and explained. Again. working groups were 
formed (by random assignment) to simulate some praetieal 
applieations of the eriteria and sUberiteria. The list of 
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criteria and subcriteria are summarized in Table I. The first 
day was completed by ~andinq out a questionnaire aSkinq for a 
rank ordering of the criteria by each participant 
individually. The four days' schedule of each planninq cell 
procedure is summarized in Fig. 2. 

The second day was characterized by lectures containing the 
necessary information about energy technologies and their 
impacts. After each lesson the participants. gathered in small 
groups. discussed the important topics and directed specific 
questions to the lecturer. At the end of each session a 
questionnaire was handed out to all participants aSking for the 
general feeling of favorab1eness or uneasiness with respect to 
the discussed topic . The lectures dealt with the fOllowinq 
sUbjects: fossil fuel. heating systems. energy conservation. 
renewable ener9Y sourees. power generation. and nuclear 
enerqy. For each of these subjects. an expert from 
universities or from other uncommitted research institut@s was 
invited to present the basic information. 

In the preliminary test runs of the planning cells. the 
controversial issues of nuclear and solar energy were presented 
by two speakers holding opposite points of view. But this 
procedure turned out to be very time- consuming and frustratinq 
with respect to the confusion caused by the controversia1 live 
debate. Instead. we prepared two video films containinq 
precise statements of the nation's leading pro- and anti
nuclear. as weIl as pro- and anti - solar advocates. These 
statements were ordered accordinq to the criteria lists which 
we had already introduced to the participants at the first day 
of the seminar . In addition. we invited two technical experts 
(one with a moderate pro-nuclear. one with a moderate pro-solat 
point of view) to present the technica1 information and to 
answer questions. With the exception of the planning cell run 
at Berlin where the energy seminar had been conducted for the 
first time. this procedure was reqarded as neutral and 
well - balanced by all participants. 

At the end of the second day we arranqed a first trial for the 
participants to work with the qiven set of criteria. The task 
was to eva1uate different power plant systems according to the 
eight criteria and the 31 subcriteria. 5mall qroups of three 
to five participants were asked to assign ratinqs ranqinq from 
-2 to +2 to each subscriterion. The ratinq referred to the 
evaluation of nuclear. coal. hydro. oil. solar. and wind 
power. Then an index was constructed summarizinq the overall 
intentions of all subcriteria and reflecting the final 
evaluation of a given power plant with respect to each main 
criterion. This complex task was not entirely performed by 
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Table I: List of Criteria and SUbcriteria to Evaluate Enerqy 
Systems or Scenarios 

1. Financial and Material Reguirements 
1.1 cost of Today (Consumer. Investor) 
1.2 Cost Development 
1.3 Technical Material and Efficiency 

2. Security of Supply 
2.1 Availability 
2 . 2 Susceptibility to Technical Failures 
2.3 Reserves and Resources of Enerqy 
2.4 Potential to Meet Enerqy Demand 
2.5 Flexibility 

3. Economic Effects 
3.1 Labor Market 
3.2 National Competitiveness 
3 . 3 Structural Development 

4 . Environmental Impacts 
4.1 Local Consequences 
4.2 National Consequences 
4 . 3 Global Effects 

5. Health and Safety 
5 . 1 Risks for the Employees 
5.2 Risks for the Public 
5.3 Potential Threat o! Catastropbes 
5 . 4 Problems for Future Generations 

6. Social Impacts 
6.1 Standard of Livinq 
6 . 2 Social Justice 
6.3 Social Security 
6 . 4 Impacts for the Workinq Place 
6.5 Flexibility for Life- Styles 
6.6 Personal Well - Beinq 

7. Political Impacts 
7.1 Impacts on Constitutional Riqbts 
7.2 Impacts on Decisionmakinq Process 
7.3 Level of Self-Determination 
7.4 Impacts on Political Stabi1ity 

8. International Effects 
8.1 Impacts of International Trade 
8 . 2 Peace 
8 . 3 International Justice (Distribution of Wealth) 
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each small workinq qroup. Only two crlterla and the 
co[cesponding subcriteria were assigned to each gcoup for 
evaluation. After the rating procedure. the speakers of the 
small 9COUPS had to [eport on theie rating and to explain the 
reasons. why they had chosen a certain rating to represent 
theie view. No instructions were given on how to corne to an 
agreement within one working Qroup. Except tor two cases. 
unanimity cauld be achieved without inter(erence by the 
chairman. 

In order to facilitate the rating procedure and to make the 
evaluations more accurate. the results of oue impact analysis 
were handed out to all participants and explained to thern. The 
impact analysis contained only the scores of the selected 71 
indicatocs and left open the spaces for the evaluation of the 
subcriteria and criteria; thus factual information was given 
without prejudicinq the sUbjective ratings of each group. As 
already mentioned. the impact analysis contained only those 
indicator scores which were not contes ted by one side or the 
other. If there was a dissent. this was indicated by reporting 
both estimations . 

The evaluation of the five options to generate electricity 
consurned more time than we initiallY anticipated. On an 
average. each group took around one to two hours to make the 
evaluation of one criterion (summarizing up to four 
sUbcriteria). Althouqh we occasionally observed strategic 
response patterns assiqning only positive evaluations to the 
most favorite candidate and negative ones to the least 
favorite. most partlcipants were hiqhly motivated to fulfill 
their task as accurately as possible . Since our main goal was 
to end up with a well-balanced judqement by the participants. 
we tried not to push the citizens to hurry up with their 
ratings. but extended this session to the morninq of the next 
day. sklppinq the planned session on city planninq and enerqy 
demand. 

Accordinqly. the thlrd day started with the completion of the 
questionnaire for the power plant evaluation. In the second 
session. two members of the 6cientific secretariat of the 
German Enquete Commission of the German Parliament on Nuclear 
Enerqy presented the four enerqy scenarios dealinq with 
possible enerqy futures in the Federal Republlc of Germany. 
The scenarios were constructed in such a way that different 
political options were operationalized in terms of consistent 
enerqy supply and demand models for the year 2000 and the year 
2030. One of the two speakers explained the four scenarios to 
the audience and polnted out the maln dlfferences between them 
(the four scenarios are illustrated ln Fiq. 3). 
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In particular. the role of nuclear enerqy (options 1 and 2 
utilizing this technology to a large extent. options 3 and 4 
rejectinq it) and the role o( enerqy conservation and solar 
systems (options 1 and 2 with a mOderate amount of 
conservational and solar technoloqies. options 3 and 4 
concentratinq on these two) were discussed in detail . A 
working-group session was organized after the lecture to make 
the participants more familiar with the fundamental structure 
of the scenarios . They could also raise questions and dieect 
thern to the two speakers of the scientific secretariat . One 
speaker was more in favor of options 1 or 2 and the other of 
options 3 or 4 . Before lunch the participants went through the 
same exercise as the day before . They were asked to evaluate 
the four scenarios according to the subcriteria and to form 
indices for each criterion. As an addition~l task. they had to 
perform a provisional weighting of the subc riteria in order to 
make the construction of the indices more valid. Again. this 
task was done in small qroups. 

After lunch a hearing was orqanized between the audience and 
pOliticians from the German Parliament representinq the four 
paetias (Christian Democrats. Social Democrats. Liberal Party. 
and Green Party). The objective of this hearing was to make 
the participants familiar with the political arguments related 
to each of the four options . Also. the hearing served the 
funetion of strenqthening the level of self - confidence with 
regard to the participant's own judgment. After two and a half 
days of intensive learning. most citizens had gained a degree 
of expertise which sometimes turned out to be superior comparcd 
to the knowledge of the pOliticians represented at the podium. 
The reactions of the pOliticians varied from astonishment to 
anger after realizing that ordinary citizens were able to 
detect technical mistakes or biased argumentation . 

supported by this experience. the participants were asked to 
give their final judgment on the fourth day. In a first 
session they went through an exercise of generating their own 
evaluative criteria by defining social goals and aims which 
should be met by enerqy systems . The new set of criteria was 
later used as a second cluster of independent variables to 
predict the intuitive judgment of each individual. Afterwards 
the local energy situation was discussed again . Some 
recommendations were formulated to improve the work of the 
regional planning agency. 

Both afternoon sessions were reserved for the individual 
evaluation of the four enerqy options of the German Enquete 
Commission. The evaluation process was divided into seven 
steps: 1) Rank ordering of the criteria: 2) Assignment of 
cardinal weights to each criterion: 3) Rating each of the four 
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scenarios according to each of the eight criteria (scores 
ranging trom -2 to +2) on the basis of our impact profiles: 4) 
Intuitive judgment about the best and second best scenario: 
~) Contrast of the intuitive jUdgment witb the calculated 
result of the rating and weiqhtinq proce,s (using the formula 
criteria weights multiplied by scenario ratings): 6) SUbjective 
explanation of resultinq discrepancies between the intuitive 
and the calculated results: and 7) Collection of political 
arguments to I'sell" onels own decision to the general publie. 

Whereas steps 1 through 4 and 7 are self-explanatory. steps 5 
and 6 need a little more elaborat ion. After the participants 
had indicated their intuitive preferences with respect to the 
four options. they could relax durinq a coffee break. During 
this time. the individually assigned weights for eacb criterion 
and the ratinqs for the evaluation of the four options were 
mUltiplied and summed up {or each of the four scenarios. The 
procedure, the mathematics. and the [esults were then presented 
to the participants. If a discrepancy between the intuitive 
and the calculated preference order occu[[ed. the respondent 
was handed a questionnaire to write down the possible reasons 
for this gap. Specifically. we asked if the list of criteria 
was reqarded as incomplete. if there were interactional effects 
between the criteria (non-linear relationships) or if tbe 
respondents had objections concerninq our model. These 
questions came close to the border - line of the mental ability 
of many participants and caused some frustration and 
demotivation. But by explaining the task to each individual 
separately and giving him the feeling of doing extremely weIl. 
we were able to regain his attention and to reveal some of the 
underlying causes that probably initiated the gap between tbe 
intuitive and the calculated results. 

Finally. each participant evaluated the whole seminar as weIl 
as his own role as a lay consultant. Defore departinq. 
participants were also asked to fill out a questionnaire with 
regard to their personal da ta (age. sex. income. education. 
profession. party affiliation. opinion leader scale. religion. 
family status. and others) . A glas. of cbampagne and acheck 
for the honorarium of being a consultant marked the end of the 
seminar . 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLANNING CELLS 

In tbe time per iod from June to April 1983. we organized 24 
planninq cella at seven German locations. Four test runs had 
been carried out at two German towns to develop valid and 
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reliable scaling techniques and to test our program agenda. 
Substantial changes were made after the pretests. Therefore. 
fully comparable da ta is only available for 20 planning cella. 

Since the number of citizens who participated at each planninq 
ce11 seminar varied from 12 to 32, we did not end up with 500 
persans, but only with 427. Including the participants or the 
pretest. 482 citizens took part in Dur study. 

The selection of the locations to run planning cella was made 
accordinq to the following specifications: 1) Representation of 
all major regions in Germany; 2) variation in 81ze of 
population: 3) Variation of building structuces and housinq 
development; 4) Variation of environmental quality; and 
5) Representation or familiar and unfamiliar energy supply 
situations (including renewable energy sources). 

As a furthet selection rule. we considered ooly those locations 
where investiqations of the IDeal enerqy structure had been 
carried out before. 80 that we could use existinq [eports OI 
weitten material that could provide us with the necessary 
information to prepare the IDeal options and to describe 
possibilities to improve ~he regional energy situation. By 
following these rules to ehoose the appropriate towns and 
eities. we found seven locations whieh seemed to fit into oue 
list of requirements : 1) Ber1in-Neukolln - part of the city oe 
Berlin, 300,000 inhabitants of predominantly low social 
stratus. mainly old buildings. reconstruction measures underway 
(sanitation), large amount of old - fashioned heating systems, 
high pollution; 2) Gelsenkirchen - larger city in the 
Ruhr-district of about 300,000 inhabitants, 100,000 living in 
the center. predominantly members of the working class. densely 
populated and highly industrialized area, high proportion or 
foreign workers, mainly old, same renovated buildings, high 
amount of coal - fired systems, extremely high pollution; 
3) Offenbach - small city of about 110,000 inhabitants of 
predominantly medium social stratus. in the center of the 
southwest, densely populated industrial areas, mixture of old 
and new buildinqs. high potential for distcict heatinq because 
of industcial waGte heat. high pollution; 4) Norderstedt -
typical affluent suburban area at the outskirts of Hamburq. 
about 66,000 inhabitants of medium and high stratus, pre
dominantly new buildings, single-family homes with backyards, 
some applications of solar enerqy , medium pollution; 
5) Viersen - medium-sized town of around 80,000 inhabitants or 
predominantly high-medium stratus, mixture of rural and 
industcial structure. more new than old buildinqs. high amount 
of electrical heating systems, low to medium pOllution; 
6) Soest - medium- sized town in the neighborhood of a densely 
papula ted industrialized area (Ruhr-district). 40,000 
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inhabitants of predominantly medium stratus. mixture of old and 
neW buildings. mainly gas and oil heating. reBort area for the 
industrial center nearby. medium pollution; and 7) Neustadt an 
der Waldnaab - small rural town of 5.600 inhabitants of 
predominantly low and medium stratus. small center with old 
buildinqs. new sinqle-family hornes in the development areas. 
mainly oi1 or wood heatinq systems. qood chances for renewable 
energy (in particular biogas), low pollution. 

After the seven towns had been chosen. the [andom selection of 
participants for oue seminar toot place. Foe this purpose we 
used the central register at the tewn hall in which the 
addresses of all inhabitants are listed. (In Germany any 
resident has to register in his horne town.) Accordinq to 
previous experiences with planning cella. we needed about 100 
addresses to end up with 2S participants. Thus. we counted on 
75 percent failures or refusals. This assumption was even tao 
optimistic. On an averaqe. only 20 percent of all persona that 
we invited to participate actually attended our seminar. The 
invitation process itself underwent three staqes: 1) Formal 
invitation letter containinq the purpose of the seminar. the 
general idea of the planning cell method and some details of 
the contract that had to be signed by the participants (for 
example concerninq the honorarium); 2) Personal visit to each 
potential participant by one member of the research team to 
explain personally the details of the planning cell and to 
prepare the contract: and 3) If necessary. personal or 
telephone requests to the employer of each potential 
participant aSking for the permission to grant his employee 
four daya of vacatioo. 

The orqanization of planninq cells is a hiqhly complex tast. 
Babysittinq services have to be provided. adequate roominq has 
to be fouod. the local authorities have to be coosulted aod the 
local press informed. All this necessary preparation was 
carried out by the University of Wappertal (Prof. P. Dienel and 
his colleagues). Also. the contract was signed only by Prof . 
Dienel or his SUbstitute to avoid any commitment or compliance 
effects which miqht occur if the name "Nuclear Research Center" 
appeared on the contract. (Workinq out the program. setting up 
the agenda. preparinq the evaluations and runninq the scenarios 
were all a joint venture of the Nuclear Research Center and the 
University of Wuppertal). 

The high amount of refusals to participate (about 80 percent) 
was mainly due to jOb or family ties which prevented many 
potential participants from accepting the invitation. Some 
persons were not satisfied with the honorarium that we offered. 
Gome expressed their lack of interest in the sUbject. some were 
opposed to the procedure in general or were just irritated. 
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some had other commitments, and so on. Jt was surprisinq. 
though. that few <espondents retused because of self-pe<eeived 
incompetenee. Althougb some women insisted that thei< husbands 
or sons would have been a much better choice, they were 
frequently persuaded to attend the seminar. Jt was sUfficient 
to explain the random selection technique and its relevance for 
the representativeness of the results. Of course. it i6 
possible that the feeling of incompetence was a latent eause 
for refusal. but for soeial status reasons it was not 
explicitly exp<essed to the resea<cb team. 

Provided the ca se that the invitation was aceepted. the<e we<e 
only four persons out of 487 who did not show up at the first 
day oe the seminar. and only one person who dropped out of the 
seminar before it ended. In spite of this encouraginq 
experience. a success rate of 20 out of 100 makes it difficult 
to d<aw statistieal inferenees and to prediet the general 
pUblie attitudes or beliefs. Sinee eamily or proeessional 
eommitments are not distributed equally. we expeeted some 
systematie distortions. Surprisingly. the dispersion of 
demographie characteristics eame very elose to the general 
distribution reported for the popUlation of Germany. As can be 
seen in Table 11 and 111. there were only minor differenees in 
the distribution of sex and age elasses (eonsidering the faet 
that we restricted our samples to persons older than 18 yea(6). 

There was also a fairly good representation of all soeial 
classes in our samples. with a sliqht over - representation of 
middle elasses and a slight under - representation of high 
classes. The strongest bias that we were able to detect 
referred to prOfessional affiliations. Compared with the 
national average. we had attraeted far too many white collar 
workers (ln particular. qovernment employees) and not enough 
members oe the working elass. This is indieated in Table IV. 

We also were confronted with an over - representation of 
students. both from high school and college. Since students 
have more time to spare. this bias i8 not astonishinq. The 
percentaqe of housewives. unemployed. or retired persons did 
not deviate trom the general average in spite of the 
expectation that these qroups are likely to be over - repre6ented 
when paid tor attendance. 

Lookinq over these results. we may conclude that the samples 
cannot be reqarded a6 representative for the whole German 
population nor tor the locations that we had selected. But the 
dispersion of demoqraphic eharacteristics and prOfessions 
within the samples justifies the use oe inferential statistie. 
with respect to relations between defined soeial groups. By 
eomparinq the results of the planninq cella with similar 
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Table 1I: 

SEX DISTRIBUTION 
(Comparison of Plann1ng Cells w1th German Populat1on) 

SEX Planning Total* 
Cells Population 
(n • 482) (n,,47 Mio . ) 

male 53.1 % 47.7 % 

female 46.9 % 52.3 % 

* West-German Population ~ 18 years 

Source : Statistical Yearbook of the Federal Republic of Germany 1981, 
edited by Statistisches Bundesamt Wiesbaden 1981 
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Table 111 : 

DISTRIBUTION OF AGE CLASSES 
(Comparlson of Plannlng Cells wlth German POPulation) 

Age Planning Cell Total Population* 

18-25 16.6% 13.9% 

26-35 22.2% 17.3% 

36-45 21.0% 20.0% 

46-55 17.2% 16.0% 

56-65 16.0% 12.5% 

>65 6.0% 20.3% 

Misslng 1.0% 

100.0% 100.0% 

* West-Gennan Popul at ion ~ 18 years 

Source: Statlstlcal Yearbook of the Federal Republlc of Gennany 1981, 
edited by Statistisches Bundesamt Wiesbaden 1981 
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Table IV : 

DISTRIBUTION OF PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

Self-Employed 3.73 " 

Employees 31.33 " 

Government and Publ;c Employees 9.34 " 

Workers 10 . 79 " 

-
Housewives 19.09 " 

Students 9.75 " 

Retlred Persons 13 .90 " 

Mis s ing 2.10 " 

n = 482 100.00 " 

results of national surveys. we miqht also be able to validate 
some general concluaions . These can be found by combining 
speciflc results of the planninq cells with similar tendencies 
revealed in representative 6urveys . 

THE RESULTS or THE PLANNING CELLS 

The laBt run of a planninq cell seminar took place in April. 
1983. In the followinq months the phase of da ta processinq was 
star ted. but has not been eompleted up to now. ThuB. we are 
only able to tepert on a s81ection cf results which have been 
analyzed so fac. Specifically. we concentrated our eftarts to 
study the preference structure of the citizens with respeet to 
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the tour energy scenarios. But we also looked into the general 
attitude and beliet structure. For this article. we selected 
the following topics: 1) Beliets about different enerqy 
systems; 2) weiqhts and rank order of criteria; 3) Preference 
structure with respect to the four enerqy options of the 
Enquete Commission; and 4) Predictive power of the utility and 
tactor models reflectinq the intuitive decision. 

After the presentation of the result6~ we will draw some 
general conclusions about the 1e66005 we learned about the 
merits and pitfalls of the planning cell instrument. 

Seliefs About Different Energy Systems 

In all planning cells we found rather clear-cut beliefs 
concerninq the different enerqy systems. Coal enerqy was 
perceived as a native enerqy source and thus beneficial to 
society. but also as environmentally harmful. There was an 
overwhelming majority who favored strict antipollution laws 
with respect to coal-fired power stations. even if the 
consumers had to pay high prices tor their electricity. Many 
participants refused to make tradeoffs between environmental 
quality and cost when deciding about the impacts of coal 
energy. In order to prevent acid rain problems and the 
deterioration of the German forest -- the "hottest " political 
issue in Germany in the year 1983. at least with respect to the 
environment -- they demanded immediate action to be taken 
regardless of the cost. 

With respect to oil and gas. most people were afraid of 
dependencies from the supplier nations. but this topic did not 
have the same saliency or emotional power as the issue of 
environmental quality. The reliance on more native enerqy 
sources was unanimously requested. but not for the price of 
major economic disadvantages or consumers' reduction of 
utilities. Since coal was regarded as environmentally harmful 
and oil and gas as politically dangerous. the future hope 
focused on solar energy and conservation . There were high 
expectations concerninq the potentials of the alternative 
technologies or solar systems. but a very low personal interest 
in purchasing one. Most people believed that solar energy was 
not yet technically feasible and that the systems would be 
improved over time. Most participants agreed with the 
statement that the Federal Government of Germany should spend 
more money for research and development of solar systems. 
These programs should be tinanced by reducinq the research 
grants for nuclear energy. by raising the p[ice of electricity 
(but only modestly). or by transferring money from other parts 
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of the fed9ral budget. As expected. tax increase was the least 
favorite method to finance solar research . 

Technologies for enerqy conservation (insulation. heat pump. 
passive solar utilization) were also highly approved by most of 
the participants. There were hardly any objections against 
state interventions into the martet economy in order to speed 
up the market penetration of conservation technologies . Also. 
stricter laws or regulations concerninq insulation or buildinq 
permits were demanded from government. even if the participants 
were aware that it would increase the cost of buildinq new 
homes. However. there were clear indications that governmental 
regUlations restricting consumption or controlling individual 
heating behavior were unanimously rejected . 

In spite of the general favorableness toward conservation. each 
individual perceived only a limited seope of POssibilities to 
save more enerqy in his home . A vast majority (over 70 
percent) of all participants indicated that they either 
perceived no chance of implementinq new conservational 
installations or that they were convinced that they had already 
done everything possible. Institutional. economic. struetural. 
and soeial barriers restraininq an effeetive conservational 
program were frequently mentioned. but only few generie ideas 
were expressed about how to overcome these difficulties. There 
was high support for the suggestion that the government should 
finance eonservational installations in advance and should then 
be paid back by the customer out of the surplus money he had 
saved by consuming less energy. 

We experienced a very ambivalent reaction toward nuclea~ 
enerqy. Around 30 percent of all participants were 
fundamentally opposed to any use of nuclear power. This qroup 
perceived nuclear enerqy as very expensive. environmentally 
harmful. danqerous. and socially unacceptable. Information 
which contained positive arguments was rejected either as 
interest - driven manipUlation or as short-te~m thinking. This 
specific qroup also critieized the ratinqs or our impact 
analysis as soon as they diseovered any positive scoring with 
respect to nuclear energy . The distrust concerning the nuclear 
ratings was not extended to the scores of the other energy 
systems. 

The vast majority of all participants showed a strong deqree of 
ambiquity: on the one hand. they pereeived nuelear power as 
necessary. economical. and promising. but on the other hand 
they expressed a strong deqree of discomfort with this type of 
generating electricity. Most people supported the 
reeommendation to confine the use of nuelear energy to that 
amount that all other enerqy sources toqether could not meet. 
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The difficulties encountered in this limitation of nuclear 
growth were weIl understood. particularly the quest ion of who 
determines the amount of nuclear energy that cannot be 
substituted for. In spite of this problem. most participants 
expressed their feeling that the nuclear program should be 
restricted to the minimum of what should be regarded as 
necessary and that nuclear installations should be replaced. if 
other technically or economically feasible solutions were 
available. However. almost everyone of this majority group 
voted against a complete shutdown of nuclear power plants. 
They were convinced that after all nuclear energy might playa 
major role in the future. provided that the safety problems. 
the reprocessinq and waste disposal problems. and the negative 
social impacts (like pOlice state methods) could be managed in 
a satisfactory way. Also most people believed that in the long 
run nuclear energy had the potential to be the most important 
energy source for the Federal Republic of Germany. but the 
appropriate technology for this purpose was still to be 
developed. 

Weights and Rank Order of Criteria 

For the purpose of evaluating the four options of the Enquete 
Commission of the German Parliament. eight criteria and 31 
sUbcriteria had been handed out to the participants . The task 
of the participants was to assign weiqhts to each sUbcriterion 
and criterion and later on to evaluate the four options 
according to each criterion. The theoretical approach was 
based on a modified MAU-model by simplifying the utility 
measurement. Since we deliberately provided extensive 
information about the four options and the criteria. we had to 
control the effects of our information input on the 
participants' scorinq behaviour . We assumed that the rank 
order of criteria was derived from personal values and should 
therefore not be altered by the information proeess; tor our 
information was meant to toeus only on facts and their 
(eontroversial) interpretation. In order to test the influenee 
of the information proeess. we asked the participants to make a 
rank order of the main eriteria on the first and the last day 
of the seminar. 

Figure 4 illustrates the medians of the rank order for all 
eiqht criteria comparinq first and second measurement. 
Evidently all observed changes are only of minor magnitude and 
the sequential order remains the same. Based on the individual 
scores. however. there 1s a hiqh deqree of chanqe between the 
first and the second measurement. But these differences vary 
in general between one or two places up or down the rank 
order. The reason for these alterations i8 probably based on 
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random effects (lack of memory) and not on real shifts in value 
preferences . The continqency coefficient1 exceeded the 
amount of 0.60 for all criteria. We were also able to plove 
that the preference structure of our sampies was rather similar 
to the preference structure which has been measured i n previous 
commercial survey studies (for instance. Infratest PoIl 1981). 
We are justified in concludinq that our sampies represent the 
general populations. view fairly weIl and that our i nformation 
process has obviously not chanqed the preference order . 

Lookinq at the priorities revealed by the weiqhtinq procedure. 
it does not seem 6urprising (knowinq the general beliefs) that 
health/ safety and environmental quality form the top of the 
hierarchy. The general economic concerns. in particular 
security of supply, are rated hiqher than the more specific 
concerns of financial and material requirements. This 
criterion gained more importance over the four days' 
information period. whereas the relevance of the environmental 
effects was ra ted aliqhtly lower at the la st day compared with 
the ratinq of the first day. Political, social, and 
international aspects were reqarded as less important for the 
evaluation of enerqy systems . 

We performed a sUbdivision of the cardinal weiqhtinq scores 
(ranqinq from 0 to 100) accordinq to the intuitive preference 
for one of the four energy scenarios in order to analyze how 
the importances of criteria vary when individuals prefer a more 
nuclear or a more sOlar-oriented energy option. In Table V the 
criteria weiqhts are listed accordinq to the scenario 
preferences. The table conveys the immediate impression that 
the weiqhtinq scores do not differ dramatically, even in the 
most prominent cases of scenarios 1 and 4. The means of the 
weiqhts for economic impacts, health and safety, political 
impacts. and international effects are not siqnificantly 
different between the respondents in favor of the pro-nuclear 
scenario 2 and the respondents in favor of the non- nuclear 
scenario 3. 

Jt 18 probably no surprise that proponents of a nuclear 
scenario assign more weight to cost and less to environment and 
aoeial impacts . More astonishing is the unexpected homogeneity 
between the different preferential qroups. The saliency of 
aocial values connot be the decisive factor in forminq enerqy 
preferences. 

1 Pearson continqency coefficient: 

c • _rx.r-' lN+i2· 
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Comparison of rank order of criteria at the 
beginning and at the end of the planning cell 
run (meclians) 

unimportant important 

Financial and Material 
8 *4i 1 
I I I 

Requirements 

Security of Supply 
8 ! 1 
I I I 

Economic Effects 
8 ! 1 
I I I 

Environmentallmpacts 
8 4i* 1 
I I 

Health and Safety 
8 ! 1 
I I I I 

Social Impacts 
8 ! 1 
I I 

Political Impacts 
8 Z 1 
I I I I I 

International Effects 
8 ! 1 
I I I 

.. ,. day ~ 4th day 
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The preferences for one of the four energy scenarios are much 
more determined by the perceived performance of the four energy 
scenarios with respect to the eight criteria. This i8 
illustrated in Table VI . This table lists some selected 
ratings of the four energy scenarios again according to the 
intuitive scenario preference. The range of possible 
evaluations i8 restricted from - 2 to +2. 

In contrast to the weights given to each criterion. the ratings 
for the performance of each scenario diCfer considerably. All 
respondents believe that environmental quality and 
health/safety impacts should be regarded as the most important 
criteria for different energy systems. But the 
judgment - - whether nuclear or solar scenarios should be 
evaluated as superior when those criteria are used as 
yardsticks- - reveals the gap between the different preferential 
qroups quite clearly . 

Thus. there is much more agreement on the weiQhts to be 
assigned to various criteria than on the perceived properties 
of each evaluated option with respect to this criterion. Thi8 
conclusion can be confirmed by a variety of other studies in 
Germany and the Uni ted States (8). 

The Intuitive and Calculated Preference Structure with Respect 
to the Four Enerqy Scenarios 

Figure 5 shows the results of the intuitive preference 
measurement and the calculated preferential order. The 
moderate pro-nuclear option 2 qained the highest approval. 
followed by the most moderate non- nuclear option 3. Most of 
the respondents who gave first priority to option 2 or 3 also 
assiqned the second priority to the other moderate option 
(either scenario 2 or 3). Thus. there is a clear indication 
that more moderate scenarios are preferred. 

The two pro-nuclear options toqether ware chosen less 
frequently than the two non- nuclear options. Around l6 percent 
of participants preferred the extreme solar and conservational 
scenario 4 as opposed to only theee percent who preferred the 
extreme pro- nuclear scenario 1. Thus. there is a considerable 
qroup of highly motivated and convinced citizens with a strong 
anti--nuclear commitment. but there i8 not an equal sized 
pro-nuclear fraction. Also. more than 70 percent of the 
persons who preferred option 2 (moderate pro-nuclear) moved to 
the moderate non-nuclear scenario 3 when asked for the second 
priority. The proponents of scenario 3. however. were equally 
divided: 50 percent assigned their second priority to 
scenario 2. the other 50 percent to scenario 4. So, in spite 
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Table V: The weights of the elght eriteria as • funetion of the preferene, 
for one of the four energy scenarios (means) 

J i 

1 2 ~ 3 4 

1. Financial and Material 
Requirements 16.25 12.65 9.49 8.48 

2. Seeurity of Supply 
20.42 17.72 15.23 11.83 

3. Econom1c Effects 

18.33 13.26 13.04 10.0 

4. Environmental Impacts 

12.25 16.20 19.10 22.66 

5. Health .nd Safety 
13.08 18.89 20.14 20.60 

fi. Social Impacts 
8.75 9.57 11.52 13.98 

7. Polltieal Impacts 
7.67 6.51 7.36 8.0 

8. International Effeets 8.5 6.71 7.12 9.30 
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t-T.,t 
p (2 •• 3) 

0.00 

0.00 

0.71 

0.00 

0.08 

0.00 

0.05 

0.37 



Table VI:The unweighted ratings of the four energy scenarios as a function 
of the preference for one of the four scenarios (means) 

Preference for: 1 
Economic Effects Scenario 2 

0.58 

Scenario 3 
-0.42 

Enviromental Scenario 2 
-0.50 

Impacts 
Scenario 3 0.85 

political Scenario 2 
0.33 

Impacts 
Scenario 3 -0.58 

Internat iona 1 Scenario 2 0.08 
Effects 

Scenario 3 -0.08 

2 J: 3 

0.82 0.26 

0.15 0.55 

-0.16 -0.65 

0.40 0.69 

0.3 -0.31 

0.25 0.68 

0.16 -0.28 

0 .27 0.59 
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4 

-0.37 

0.51 

-0.95 

0.26 

-0.93 

0.70 

-0.95 

0.74 

t·T.st 
p (2'83) 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 



relative 
frequency 

% 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

Holistic and calculated judgment on the 
preference for one of the four scenarios 

1 

41.5 

~ calculated judgment 

~ holistic judgment 
n-419 

39.4 
37.2 37.2 

2 3 4 scenario 

(replacement of missing data by means) 
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of the hlqhest score for the mOderate pro-nuclear optlon 2. 
there i6 a tendency to perceive the share of nuclear enerqy as 
a burden which almost half oE the respondents are ready to 
accept for mainly economic reasons, whereas the other half 
would prefer this burden to be replaced by conservation oe 
solar systems . The later qcoup i6 less willinq to sacrifice 
its anti - nuclear option as the former gcoup i& willinq to 
abandon its nuclear preference. 

This tendency i& also clearly indicated by the calculated 
preference structure which was constructed by mUltiplyinq the 
weights of each criterion with the perceived performance of 
each scenario aod summinq up all the products for the eiqht 
criteria. Accordinq to the calculated results. theee quarters 
of all participants qave the hiqhest priority to options 3 and 
4. There is quite a qood correspondence between the calculated 
and the intuitive judqment in ca se of scenarios 1 and 3. but a 
biq gap in the ca se of scenarios 2 and 4 . In particular. the 
calculated preference of 37 . 2 percent in favor of s cenario 4 
strongly conteasts with the intuitive preference of 16 percent 
for this scenario. In the last paragraph of this chapter we 
offer some hypothetical explanations for this deviation. 

The high degree of ambiquity revealed by this comparison 
between the two different preference measurements can also be 
studied by looking at the two components of the calculated 
index: weiqhts and ratings . We have already shown that the 
weiqhts themselves do not highly discriminate between the 
different preferential qroups; we will concentrate our analysis 
on the ratings. Table VII provides an overview of the 
unweiqhted ratinqs (arithmetlc means). Table VIII of the 
weighted ratings (means of weiqhts times ratings) . 

Comparing scenario 2 with 3. it 1s easy to detect that the 
anti - nuclear scenario 3 receives better ratings in four out of 
eiqbt crlteria (environment. health/safety. polltical effects. 
and international consequences) . Only in one case (security of 
supply) 1s the pro- nuclear scenario reqarded as superior. When 
we take a look at the weiqhted profiles. the evaluations are 
somewhat more balanced. Accordinq to the three economic 
crlteria. option 2 has been associated with sllqhtly hlqher 
advantages as opposed to the ratings of option 3. Accordinq to 
the social. pOlitical. and international consequences. scenario 
3 1s still superior compared to scenario 2. With respect to 
bealth/safety and environmental quality. all partlclpants rated 
the non- nuclear scenarios much more positively than the nuclear 
ones. Thus. the quest ion arises : Why is there a strong 
tendency toward a positive evaluation of options 3 and 4. when 
the intuitive decision turned out to be in favor of option 2. 
at least for the relative majority? This queslon can only be 
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Table VII : The mean values of the perceived performance of the four energy 
scenarios with respect to e!ght evaluative criter!a (unweighted 
ratings) 

SCENARIO PREFERENCE 

I 2 3 4 
Crlterlon I Median Mean Media Mean edian Mean Mean I Med.~ 

, 
Flnanclal and Material 
Requirements -0.75 -1 0.25 0 0.32 0 -0.53 -1 

Secur;ty 01 Supply -0.2 0 0.41 1 0 .46 1 0.12 0 

I 

Economlc Effects 0.12 0 0.5 1 0.29 0 -0.1 I 
0 I 

I 

Environmentsl -1.2 -1 -0.5 -1 0.48 1 1.0 I 1 Impacts I 
I 

Health/Salety -1.0 -1 -0.32 0 0 .63 1 1.2 1 

Soela"mpacts -0.4 0 0.25 0 0.35 0 -0.1 0 

Polltlcallmpacl. -0.6 -1 -0.1 0 0 .44 1 0.1 0 

International Effects - 0.6 -1 -0.1 0 0.45 1 0 .4 1 

Summed Mean -0.58 0.05 0.43 0.26 
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Table VIII: Mean values of the perceived performance of the four energy 
scenarios with respect to eight evaluative cr i teria (weighted 
ratings) 

SCENARIO PREFERENCE 

Crll.rlon 1 2 3 4 
[Median 

I 
!Median Mean Mean rMedian Mean . Median . Mean 

Fln.nel.' and Material 
I Requlrements -7.9 -10 4.2 10 3 .7 0 -6.3 -5 

Securlty 01 Supply -3.8 I 0 8.3 I 
I 

10 7.1 5 -0.2 0 

Economlc Effect, 2.2 0 7.1 5 2.8 0 -3.1 0 

Envlronmental 
- 23.5 -20 -9.6 I -10 9.2 10 -18.9 20 Impacts 

I 

He.llh/Salety -22.1 -20 -6.1 I 0 12.4 15 22.6 20 
• 

Soclallmpacls -3.2 0 2.5 0 5.0 0 -1 .2 0 

Polilicallmpacls -4.8 -5 -0.3 0 3.3 0 0.4 0 

International Effect. -4.6 -5 -0.7 0 2.9 0 3.0 0 

Summed Me.n -58.2 4.7 43.1 28.5 
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answered by investiqatinq the predictive power of our 
evaluation matrix and the statistical analysis of the reSultinq 
errors in prediction. 

Predictive Power cf the utility and factor Models 

Befere elabocatinq on the different models of predictinq the 
intuitive judqment with respect to the four enerqy scenarios. 
it seems worthwhile to take a closer look at the distribution 
of MAU-scores which characterize the overall performance of the 
four scenarios. Fiqure 6 shows the frequency curves for all 
four scenarios. 

There is a clear indication that scenario 1 (hiqhly 
pro-nuclear) has been evaluated as inferior cornpared to the 
three Dther options. The more moderate pro- nuclear scenario 2 
baG a peak at the zero- point. This supports Dur impression 
that option 2 is associated with a hiqh deqree of ambiquity. 
In contrast. scenario 3 has been evaluated much more positively 
(see the two peaks, one at +~O and the other one at +85). 
Also. the variance of evaluations is smaller compared to 
scenario 2. This indicates that scenario 3 has never been 
ra ted as totally neqative; scenario 2 has been eated 
occasionally and very rarely as totally positive (which is also 
teue for scenario 2). Scenario 4 (the most pro- conservation. 
peo-solar. anti-nuclear scenario) has a particularly 
interestinq shape. because there are two peaks of around equal 
stze. one at the zero point and one at 50. If we ooly consider 
this disteibution of evaluations. we are able to describe more 
precisely the scorinq behavior of the respondents. 

If a participant of our seminar evaluated the extreme scenario 
4 as ambivalent in its outcomes . and the scenarios 3 and 2 as 
positive. he would probably prefer scenario 2 over all other 
options. If a participant perceived scenarios 3 and 4 as 
rather positive and scenario 2 as more ambivalent. he chose 
scenario 3 when asked for his intuitive preference. An 
intuitive priority for the two extreme scenarios 1 and 4 was 
always accompanied by an extreme positive evaluation of the 
chosen alternative and a clear cut negative perception of the 
three remaininq options. This conclusion can be further 
reaffirmed when the ranqes of the overall evaluations 
(calculated preferences) are subdtvided accordinq to the 
intuitive preferences. Fiqure 7 illustrates this relationship. 

Most difficult to explain is the scorinq behavior of the 
relative majority prefercinq the more moderate pro- nuclear 
option 2. This qroup assiqns almost equal scores to scenarios 
2 and 3. Also. the most anti-nuclear scenario 4 qains a high 
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deqree of appreciation. Participants who voted in favor of 
scenario 3 eva1uated scenario 4 as at least equa11y positive. 
But why then did they decide to qive priority to scenario 37 

In order to exp1ain the difference between the intuitive and 
the caluclated preferences. it is necessary to compare 
inconsistencies on an individual level. For this purpose. we 
considered two basic models. one based on the Bum of the 
unweighted ratings for each scenario and the other one based on 
the sum of the weiqhted ratinqs. We performed a 
cross - tabulation between the intuitive preferences and the 
model - based calculated preferences. Those preferences were 
simply derived by choosing the scenario which reached the 
hiqhest score on the summed ratinqs (weiqhted and unweiqhted). 
Fiqures 8 and 9 i11ustrate the resu1ts of this comparison for 
both models. 

As can be expected from the analysis so far. most error6 in 
prediction occurred for the group preferrinq scenario 2. For 
both models. the proportion of errors amounts to around 56 
percent. Accordinq to the MAU model. 25 percent be10nqinq to 
this qroup scored hiqhest on scenario 3 and the other 
25 per cent on scenario 4 . Lookinq at the qroup of respondents 
who intuitive1y favored scenario 3. both models revea1 that 
only a marginal percentage assiqned a higher score to options 1 
or 2. but that virtually all errors were due to a calculated 
preference toward option 4. The calculated preference is much 
more likely to be one step further toward a "softer" scenario 
compared to the intuitive preference . If we look at the 
diagonal line where the perfeet fits are described. we ean 
detect hard1y any error be10w that 1ine (meaninq that few 
participants rated the more nuclear option better on an ana 
lytical base than on an intuitive base) . The vast majority of 
all errors are above the line. 

Another interestinq resu1t can be found by 100kinq at the two 
models. There is hardly any difference between the weiqhted 
and unweiqhted version of the model . The total percentaqe of 
correct prediction is 50.13 percent for the weiqhted and 
Sl.07 percent for the unweighted model . We can even detect 
that the weights bias our model even more toward a soft 
preference structure. lt is c1ear1y reaffirmed. thouqh. that 
the weiqhts do not p1ay a decisive ro1e in the formation of 
preferences. 

This resu1t appears to be counter- intuitive. We had expeeted 
that the scaling proeess based on arguments and rational 
reasoning would reveal astranger priority for options 1 and 2. 
whereas the intuitive judqment inf1ueneed by evaluations. 
visions. and affeets wou1d foeus on options 3 and 4. But lust 
the opposite was the case. 
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Contrast between the holistic judgment and the calculated 
preference via the sum over the multicriteria raüngs 
(unweighted) with respect to the tour energy scenarios· 

8 
Scenario Model:max [r ratings] 
Priority 1 

1 2 3 4 

1 61.54 23.08 15.38 0 

2 6.32 44.25 29.31 20.11 

3 1.21 4.85 57.58 36.36 

4 1.49 2.99 44.78 50.75 

total 5.25 21.48 42.48 30.79 

100% r---,-,--,...,r---,--,--,.,r--, 

40% 

0% '----":~-
1 

holistlc scenario priority 
r l g. 8: 

total 

13 
(-100%) 

174 
(-100%) 

165 
(-100%) 

67 
(-100%) 

419" 
(-100%) 

Model: 

.. .. . : 

error 

.. correct 
l ~ predicüon 
.: .. 
:: 

Percentage of correct predicüon for the overall model: 51.07% 

"replacement 01 missing data by means 
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Contrast between the holistic judgment and the calculated 
preference via a simplified MAU-model (weights x ratings) 
with respect to four energy scenarios· 

a 
Scenario Model: max [1: weights x ratings I 
Priority 

1 

1 2 3 4 

1 53.85 38.46 7.96 0 

2 5.75 43.86 25.86 24.71 

3 0.61 3.64 52.12 43.64 

4 0 2.99 35.82 61.19 

total 4.3 21.24 37.23 37.23 

100% 

- -
- I'! -.. .. . :: 

•• 
~ 

.. .. 
40% .. •• .. -- .: .. .. .. •• .. .. . . . . .. : . •• .. •• 

•• :. . : . . 
r- :. .. .. : . -.. .. : . .. .. .. .. .. .: . . .. .. .. .. .. 

0% .. .: :. .. 
1 2 3 4 

holistic scenario priority 

rig. 9; 

total 

13 
(-100%) 

174 
(-100%) 

165 
(-100%) 

67 
(-100%) 

419" 
(-100%) 

Model : 

error 

.. .. .. . . :. corr ..... .: ~ .. 
:: prediction . . .. . . : . 

Percentage of COrTect prediction for the overall modeI: 50.13 % 

'replacement 01 missing data by means 
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What kind of explanation could we find to understand this 
scoring behavior? First, we tried other models to construct a 
meaningful index of summarizing the ratings of the 
participants . In order to rule out the stronq ties between 
health/safety and environmental aspects , we combined the 
ratinqs tor those two criteria ioto one and based OUt 
calculation on a seven-criteria set. But the results did not 
differ from those of the two original models . After this 
exercise we used some statistical procedures to construct 
appropriate models based on multiple regression and factor 
analysis. Neither model showed any improvement in the 
percentage of correct prediction. Foe the purpose of 
comparison. Fi9. 10 illustrates the relationships between the 
intuitive judqment and the calculated results of a factor 
model. All ratings were multiplied by the factor score 
coefficient (standinq for an indirect measurement of importance 
for each criterion with regard to the overall intention of all 
criteria). 

Since the tactor and the reqression models were Characterized 
by the same biases as the previous models , there is little 
support for the assumption that the discrepancy between the 
calculated and the intuitive Judgment is due to a latent 
structure of values which were not overtly expressed by most of 
the participants. For example, because of social desirability 
reasons most proponents of scenarios 1 and 2 did not admit that 
in their view economic values were superior to health and 
safety values. The weiqhts expressed by the advocates of 
scenarios 3 and 4. however. carne close to the real preference 
structure of the group. We are still testing the hypothesis of 
latent value biases by constructing more refined models . But 
to dcaw a preliminaey conclusion. thece is no doubt that the 
ratings themselves are extremely biased toward a positive 
evaluation of scenarios 3 and 4. and even latent weights 
assigned to each criterion cannat compensate for this effect . 
Of course. there is also the possibility that we chose the 
wrong critecia or omitted decisive ones which could be eeqarded 
as the underlying causes for the superiority of option 2 in the 
intuitive rating process. Since we had asked all persons to 
give explanations for resulting discrepancies between the 
intuitive and the calculated judqment. we were able to test 
this hypothesis, at least to the extent that the participants 
could consciously recall their judgments. Indeed, we found 
same evidence that the list of criteria induced three biases 
toward scenarios 3 and 4 : 1) Many respondents indicated that 
the three economic criteria (cost . security of supply. and 
economic consequences) should have mOle weiqht for the 
decisionmakinq process. if all thIee of them received negative 
evaluations . They thought it would be inadequate to add up the 
weiqhts for each single economic criterion; extra weiqht should 
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Contrast between the holistic judgment and the calculated 
preference via factor analysis and the unweighted ratings 
(factor score coefficients limes ratings) with respect to four 
energy scenarios· 

8 
Scenario Model:max [r coeff. x ratings] 
Priority 1 

1 2 3 4 

1 61.54 15.38 15.38 7.69 

2 6.90 42.53 30.46 20.11 

3 1.82 4.24 58.18 35.76 

4 1.49 0 46.27 52.24 

total 5.73 19.81 43.44 31.03 

40% 

hoIistic scenario priority 
Hg. 10: 

total 

13 
(-100%) 

174 
(- 100%) 

165 
(-100%) 

67 
(-100%) 

419' 
(-100%) 

Model: 

.. .. 

error 

.: 
:: correct .. 
~ : prediction .. .. .. .. 

Percentage of correct prediction for the overall modeI: 50.83 % 
'replacement cf missing data by means 
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Table IX: The preference for energy scenarios 1 or 2 versus 3 or 4 as 
a function of age (n • 419) 

Age Energy Scenarios Energy Scenarios 

1/2 3/4 

18 - 40 32.7 % 67.4 % 191 (. 100 %) 

>41 55 . 2 J 44.8 % 223 ( = 100 %) 

185 229 414 

be given to the joint effect of all thcee ccitecia; 2) Many 
respondents expressed some objections to the placement of 
technical feaslbility as a sUbcriterion of the criterion 
secucity of supply . They suggested that feasibility should be 
aseparate criterion independent from eeonomie seeurity; and 
3) Some respondents mlssed the criterion "political 
implementability." They expcessed the opinion that option 4 
could not be implemented because of pressure gloup influence. 
This reason was most frequently expressed by those partlclpants 
who voted foc option 3. but canked highest on option 4. 

Apart trom these explanations there were on1r three 
particlpants who sUQqested completely new criteria or modified 
the criterla list . Same could not qive any explanation for the 
discrepancy. But the most strikinq result was that durinq the 
discussion most of the cespondents who had to explain the 
deviation between intuitive and calculated preference referred 
to non- coqnitive reasons. They admitted that most of the 
arquments would lead to a more favorable view of options 3 or 
4. but they trusted the o!ficial policymakers in Germany who 
were believed to have a better insiqht view on the subject and 
were thus more competent on this issue. Since most German 
institutions are in lavor of options 1 or 2, the participants 
accepted this Judqment and acted accocdinqly. Refecence 
groups, such as parties. unions. or professional soeieties, 
were also eited . 

There was no sharp distinetion between eoqnitive and 
noneoqnitive explanations. Sinee most of the respondents qave 
more than one answer. the criticism of the criteria list and 
the reference to aoeial qroup judqments were mixed . By 
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reviewinq the results. we qained the impression that the 
coqnitive aspects reflected the deqree of rationalization of 
reference qroup influence to a larqe extent. 

There are some indications to back up this impression . 
Fiqures 11. 12. and 13 provide an overview on the distribution 
of option priorities as a function of sex. aqe. and party 
preference. Whereas sex had no impact on the intuitive 
preference for one of the four options, we detected quite 
intensive relationships between age. party preference. and 
option priarity. The more conservatively people voted in 
national elections and the older they were (in particular over 
40 years old). the more they prefeered options 1 or 2. 

Older people and conservative voters tend to express more trust 
in established institut ions and assign a hiqher deqree of 
credibility to pOliticians and scientists. lndeed. we could 
prove that the majority of the proponents for option 2 having 
hiqher scores for option 3 or 4 belonged to the group of 
conservative and alder peaple. We are still in the process of 
analyzing the motivational roots af the discrepanctes. but 
right naw it already seems justified ta conclude that the 
discrepancies between intuitive and calculated preference is 
mainly due to loyalty vis - a- vis reference group judgments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of planning cells as a participatory element in the 
political decisionmaking context turned out to be a highly 
complex hut rewardinq effort. From the experience with more 
than 20 planninq cells. we have qained a better understandinq 
of the chances and the limits of this model. Also. we 
encountered some difficulties which were not visible when we 
started our program. Our experiences justify the turther 
development of the planning cell concept. but at the same time 
revealed some of the serious problems and drawbacks related to 
the idea of pickinq random samples for policy evaluation. 
These problems have to be solved before this instrument is used 
in wider scope to facilitate decisionmaking under conflict. 

The chances and advantaqes of the planninq cell concept refer 
to the fOllowing purposes: 1) The elicitation of ordinary 
citizens' preferences concerninq complex decisions (with input 
of appropriate information); 2) The understanding of underlying 
reasons for specific attitudes oe beliefs; 3) The measurement 
of IIpopularityli or hostility towards proposed governmental 
pOlicies (after relevant information has been presented); and 
4) The prediction of opposition against certain obJects or 
policies. 
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relative 
frequency 

% 

50 

10 

The preference for one of the four energy 
scenarios as a function of sex 

3.1 3.1 

1 2 

~ female (n -193) 

• male (n - 226) 

3 4 scenario 

Ne believe that these four purposes of the planninq cell have 
been fulfilled during oue study and could even be improved. 
Since the participants of planninq cells cannot cepresent the 
whole population. inferential statistics can ooly be applied 
vith special care. 8y comparison with the result of national 
surveys. thete was a qood chance of validatinq common trends 
and describinq more specific results (rom the planninq cell 
sampie. In conteast to these positive aspects. we faced quite 
a few limitations which should also be mentioned. These reter 
to: 1) The incapability of ordinary citizens to create new or 
genetie 601utions to conflict manaqement or resolution: 2) The 
difficulty to elieit tradeoffs between different attributes: 
3) The problems oe aqqreqatinq individual wieqhts or ratinqs 
and interpretinq mean values because of differenees between 
qroups. different perceptions oe what the weiqhts and rankings 
mean. response sets. distortions because of social desirability 
and other latent factors; and 4) The limits of the legitimation 
effect in polarized disputes (results will be interpreted as 
manipulated as soon as they deviate from one l s own opinion). 
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The preference for one of the four energy scenarios 
8S 8 function of party preference 
(hypothetica/ voting behaviour in anational election) 

Social % 
Democrats 

Christian 
Dernocrats 

Uberal 
Party 

Environmen
talist Party 

Fig. 13: 

20 

20 

20 

20 

3.4 

65.9 

72.7 

o 0 

1 2 

400 

48.9 

27.3 

n-88 

.cenario 

n-85 
.cenario 

_rio 

n-32 
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Considering these limitations, it is evident that planning 
cells can provide information about the acceptance of objects 
or p01ieies (after all necessary information is given). but 
hard1y any information about the aeeeptability of objeets or 
po1ieies. at least when high1y eomp1ieated. national issues are 
at stake . Since our project i8 mainly directed toward testing 
the acceptance of enerqy pOlicies-- if all the impacts were 
known-··we obviously had chosen the right instrument. Since we 
contented ourselves with the measurement of acceptable 
procedures. one Quest ion of course immediately comes up- - what 
about participation? Was it not the goal of the whole exercise 
to introduce public participation into the decisionmaking 
process? 

This question was one of the key problems within the planninq 
ce11s. too. The participants expressed their discomfort vith 
the double role they had to play. They were consultants and 
test persons at the same time. If they were regarded merely as 
a jury to ma~e judgments with respect to given options, we 
should not be interested in the underlying motives or reasons. 
If they are reqarded as test persons for improvinq our 
know1edge of peop1e's preferenees. we shou1d not give them the 
impression of being our "consultants." In order to avoid this 
confIict, we pursued a double strateqy: we promised the 
participants that their expressed preferences would be 
documented and handed over to the Federal Ministry of Research 
and Teehno1ogy (Citizens Report) without speeu1ating over 
motives or underlyinq reasons. But we also informed thern that 
the policymakers had a viable and leqitimate interest in 
receiving information about why peopIe express special 
preferences and what kind of values miqht be involved. This 
interest can on1y be met by using survey methods and 
statistical da ta processinq techniques. 

A1though this double strategy 1ed to some irritation on the 
side of the partieipants. we had the feeling that we sueeeeded 
in conveying the pur pose for creating such a double ro1e of 
planninq cell participants. The whole procedure reflects our 
main assumption that participation in complex matters cannot 
substitute for poIitical decisionmaking. Rather. it should be 
reqarded as adecision aid to form and shape pOlitical 
judgments accordinq to the latent and overt value structule of 
the eoneerned pub1ie. If this assumption is accepted. the 
p1anning ee11 might be the ideal instrument to co11ect the 
relevant feedback from society and to reveal the intuitive 
preferences and values which should be the guideline of 
democratie p01ieymaking. 
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